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Stock Market Return Components, continued on page 6

STOCK MARKET RETURN COMPONENTS
By Louis P. Stanasolovich, CFP®, CCO, CEO and President of 

Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® and 
EmergingWealth Investment Management, Inc. 

Editor’s Note:

The below article and chart was excerpted from “Components of 
Stock Market Return” by Ed Easterling of Crestmont Research, a 
renowned investment manager, which discusses how return from the 
stock market is derived as well as what can be expected.There are only three components that combine to provide 

market returns.  Any returns beyond the market return 
are the result of skill in portfolio selection or manage-
ment.

The three components are earnings growth, dividend yield and any 
change in Price-To-Earnings Ratio (P/E) over the holding period.  The 
chart on page 6 includes values from one of the most recognized 
series, the one provided by Professor Roger Ibbotson and published 
annually in the Ibbotson SBBI Classic Yearbook by Morningstar.  
The 2015 values are on pages 156 to 157 in the yearbook.  Through 

ARE WE STILL IN A SECULAR BEAR MARKET?
by Ed Easterling of Crestmont Research

Since bears start where bulls end, the starting level for P/E 
in secular bear markets is generally in the red zone on the 
chart on page 10 entitled “Secular Bear Market Cycles In 
Perspective”.  The obvious exception is the most recent 
secular bull, whose dramatic end in a bubble gave our cur-
rent secular bear quite an extra distance to travel.

The chart includes three extra lines for illustration.  They 
represent the three likely courses for P/E over the next 
decade.  First, the purple line reflects a continuation and 
conclusion of this secular bear.  New secular bull in 2025!  
The implication for the components analysis is that total 
return over the decade would be near zero as the decline in 
P/E offsets earnings growth and dividend yield.

Second, the brown line reflects a secular bear in hiberna-
tion.  This scenario provides the near 5.5% annualized gain.

Third, the pink line reflects a repeat of the late 1990s: a 
surge of P/E to irrationally

Are We Still In A Secular Bear Market?, continued on page 10

THE DANGER OF RAISING INTEREST RATES 
IN TIMES LIKE THESE

By John P. Hussman, Ph. D., The Hussman Funds

Investors should remember that the Federal Reserve (Fed) did not 
tighten interest rates in 1929, but instead began cutting interest rates 
on February 11, 1930—nearly two and a half years before the market 
bottomed.  The Fed cut interest rates on January 3, 2001 just as a 
two-year bear market collapse was starting, and kept cutting all the 
way down.  The Fed cut the federal funds rate on September 18, 
2007—several weeks before the top of the market, and kept cutting all 
the way down.

Source: This article was excerpted from “The Line Between Rational 
Speculation and Market Collapse,” by John P. Hussman, Ph. D., The 
Hussman Funds, (Weekly Market Comment, September 21, 2015), 
www.hussman.com

COPYRIGHT 2015 THE HUSSMAN FUNDS
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF THE HUSSMAN FUNDS PULSE

THE FOREIGN DEBT OWED 
TO U.S. ENTITIES

Why The Fed Is So Concerned With How Foreign Economies 
Will Be Affected By An Interest Rate Increase In The U.S.

Excerpted from “Dammit Janet”, by Stephen B. Blumenthal, 
Founder and CEO, CMG Capital Management Group, Inc., 
(On My Radar, September 18, 2015), www.cmgwealth.com

Foreign Debt in U.S. Dollar dominated loans is $9.6 trillion.  
American banks, bond investors (mutual funds), and hedge 
funs loaned a record trillions in dollars to foreign companies 
and individuals.  Foreign banks and bond investors have 
lent trillions more in “dollar loans” to foreign companies.  
The total is approximately $9.6 trillion.  Put into perspective, 
the Fed expanded its balance sheet to $4.5 trillion buying 
many of the riskiest mortgage an other assets off the books 
of U.S. banks.  $4.5 trillion was no small bail out.

The Foreign Debt Owed To U.S. Entities, continued on page 8
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Louis P. Stanasolovich, CFP® is founder, CCO, CEO and President of Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® 

(Legend) and EmergingWealth Investment Management, Inc.  Lou is one of only four advisors nationwide 
to be selected 12 consecutive times by Worth magazine as one of “The Top 100 Wealth Advisors” in the 
country.  Lou has also been selected 11 times by Medical Economics magazine as one of “The 150 Best 
Financial Advisors for Doctors in America”, twice as one of “The 100 Great Financial Planners in America” 
by Mutual Funds magazine, four times by Dental Practice Report as one of “The Best Financial Advisors 
for Dentists In America” and once by Barron’s as one of “The Top 100 Independent Financial Advisors”.  
Lou was selected by Financial Planning magazine as part of their inaugural Influencer Awards for the 
Wealth Creator award recognizing the advisor who has made the most significant contributions to best 
practices for portfolio management.  He has been named to Investment Advisor magazine’s “IA 25” list 
three times, ranking the 25 most influential people in and around the financial advisory profession as well 
as being named by Financial Planning magazine as one of the country’s “Movers & Shakers” recognizing 
the top individuals who have done the most to advance the financial advisory profession.

ABOUT 
LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC.® 

ABOUT 
EMERGINGWEALTH INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, INC. 

Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® (Legend) is a 
Non-Commission, Fee-Only U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) registered invest-
ment advisory firm with its headquarters located 
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  Legend provides a 
multitude of services, including Wealth Advisory 
Services, which incorporate Financial Planning 
and Investment Management strategies to afflu-
ent and wealthy individuals as well as business 
entities, medical practices and non-profit orga-
nizations.  We analyze each client’s financial 

EmergingWealth Investment Manage-
ment, Inc. (EmergingWealth), is the sister 
firm of Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® 
(Legend) and is a Non-Commission, Fee-
Only Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion (SEC) registered investment advisory 
firm.  EmergingWealth provides Investment 

strengths and weaknesses, then recommend creative solutions for improvement.  Addition-
ally, we work closely with our client’s other professional advisors to achieve optimal results. 

WHY LEGEND IS DIFFERENT?

1. Legend is compensated exclusively by client fees, known as a Non-Commission, Fee-
Only firm.  Unlike Legend, fee-based advisors and brokerage firms have numerous
conflicts of interest due to the fact that they receive commissions.

2. Members of Legend’s Financial Advisory Team have been selected by National Publica-
tions such as Worth, Medical Economics and Barron’s more than 50 times as “The Best
Financial Advisors In America”.

3. Unlike most advisory firms and all brokerage houses, Legend and its advisors have cho-
sen to be governed by the Fiduciary Standard of Law.  Fiduciaries are required to work in
their clients’ best interests.

4. Legend designs dynamic, creative and personalized financial planning and investment
solutions for its clients.

5. Legend emphasizes low-cost investments where possible that are allocated and traded
in a tax-efficient manner.

Management services to individuals as well as business entities, medical practices and non-
profit organizations whose wealth is emerging.  All investment portfolios are sub-advised by 
Legend.  Both Legend and EmergingWealth share a common advisory team, Investment 
Committee and Fee Schedule. 
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SECULAR STOCK MARKET CYCLES
By Ed Easterling, Crestmont Research

Secular stock market cycles are long-term 
periods of above- and below-average re-
turns.  These longer-term periods consist 
of many shorter-term “cyclical” cycles.  
During secular bull markets, the cyclical 
cycles occur along a generally rising path 
that features higher highs and higher lows.  
Thus, in secular bull markets, cyclical 
bulls surge and cyclical bears are often 
somewhat muted.

During secular bear markets, however, the 
market’s path is generally sideways.  As a 
result, the cyclical bulls and bears tend to 
be more balanced, with the bulls reversing 
the declines of bears and bears offsetting 
the runs of the bulls.  The net result of 
these offsetting cycles is an extended pe-
riod with disappointing cumulative returns.

Source: This article was excerpted from 
“Are We There Yet?  Secular Stock Market 
Cycle Status”, by Ed Easterling, Crestmont 
Research, (Crestmont Research, July 6, 
2015)

COPYRIGHT 2015 CRESTMONT RESEARCH

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF 
CRESTMONT RESEARCH
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Source: Crestmont Research, www.CrestmontResearch.com
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM Crestmont Research

As of: July 6, 2015

PULSE

IS THE STOCK MARKET CHEAP?
By Doug Short, Advisor Perspectives

In recent years, Yale professor and Nobel laureate Robert Shiller, the author of Irrational Exuberance, has popularized the concept 
to a wider audience of investors and has selected the 10-year average of “real” (inflation-adjusted) earnings as the denominator.  
Mr. Shiller refers to this ratio as the Cyclically Adjusted Price Earnings Ratio, abbreviated as CAPE, or the more precise P/E10, 
which is our preferred abbreviation.

We can use a percentile analysis to put today’s market valuation in the historical context.  As the chart below illustrates, latest P/10 
ratio is approximately about the 89th percentile (Top 11.0% most expensive) of this series.

Source: This article was excerpted from “Is The Stock Market Cheap?”, by Doug Short, Advisor Perspectives (Advisor Perspectives, 
October 1, 2015), www.advisorperspectives.com

COPYRIGHT 2015 ADVISOR PERSPECTIVES

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF ADVISOR PERSPECTIVES
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BEWARE BUYING ON BULLISH NEWS IN A BEAR MARKET
DURING 2008

E-Mini S&P 500 December Contract 30-Minute Bar

Source: Hussman Funds,Weekly Market Comment, July 13, 2015,
www.hussman.com

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM HUSSMAN FUNDS

As of: July 13, 2015
COPYRIGHT 2015 HUSSMAN FUNDS
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2015 (the series starts in 1926), the cumula-
tive annualized total return in 10.1%.  Earn-
ings growth contributed 5.22%; dividend yield 
added 4.25%; and the change in P.E. topped it 
off with 0.63%.

Those historical values benefit from several 
factors that are not available today.  First, the 
Ibbotson series starts in 1926, when P/E was 
10.2.  Over the 89 years since then, P/E has 
more than doubled.  That added gains to the 
long-term total return.  Going forward, howev-
er, another doubling of P/E from the currently 
high level is very unlikely.

Also, the low starting level of P.E. in 1926 
drove a high dividend yield in the long-term 
average return.  Dividend yield is dividend dol-
lars by market price index.  For the S&P 500 
Index for example, the dividend yield is the 
total dividends of all 500 companies divided 
by the market index.  When market valuation 
is relatively low (i.e., low P/E), dividend yield is 
higher than it is when the market P/E is higher.  
This is a direct mathematical relationship.  The 
dividend yield of a market that is priced at a 
P/E of 10 would be twice the yield of a market 
that is priced at a P/E of 20 (assuming the 
same dividend dollars).  Therefore, since the 
long-term historical stock market series starts 
at a P/E of 10.2, it includes a realized dividend 
yield of 4.25%.  Had the starting P/E been at 
today’s level, the dividend yield would have 
been only about 2.1%.  Of course, for today’s 
investors, not only does today’s high P/E ex-
plain why today’s dividend yield is near 2.0%; 
it also means that the dividend yield compo-
nent of future returns will be near 2.0%.

What is a reasonable expectation for future 
returns?  For this discussion, let’s assume that 
the period is the next decade (2015 to 2024).

The first component is earnings growth; let’s 
assess its driver.  Earnings growth is primarily 
driven by economic growth.  Although profit 
margins vary across the business cycle, earn-
ings over the long-term tend to track sales 
growth.  Measures of the economy, includ-
ing Gross Domestic Product (GDP), tend to 
measure the aggregate sales of all companies 
in the economy.  As a result, earnings growth 
has historically been similar to GDP growth.  In 
reality, earnings growth for large-company in-
dexes like the S&P 500 has been slightly lower 
than overall economic growth.  The company 
includes faster-growth small companies and 
start-ups that tend to outpace the more stable 
giants.

Over the past 89 years, the inflation rate has 
averaged 2.93%.  Earnings growth is stated 
in nominal terms, with inflation adding to that 
component.  The current level of inflation is 
about half of the historical average.  If the infla-
tion rate remains relatively low, it would reduce 
the future nominal growth rate (compared to 

Stock Market Return Components, continued from page 1

Source: Crestmont Research, www.CresmontResearch.com
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM Crestmont Research

As of: July 6, 2015

the historical average) by around 1.5%.  
In addition, most economists expect 
real economic growth (and thereby real 
earnings growth) to slow somewhat into 
the future.  As a result, the estimate for 
future earnings growth is 3.5% annu-
ally (See “Components of Stock Market 
Returns” chart above.).

Yes, the earnings estimate does assume 
relatively low inflation.  And yes, a higher 
inflation rate would increase the contri-
bution of earnings growth to total return.  
However, an increase in the inflation rate 
would have an even more significant 
offsetting effect on another component.  
More on that in a moment.

Dividend yield, as described previously, 
is highly dependent upon the level of 
P/E.  The relatively high P/E ratio today 
portends a relatively modest dividend 
yield for any period starting in 2015.  As 
a result, the chart “Components of Stock 
Market Returns” above includes a con-
tribution of 2.0% from the dividend yield 
component.

The last component is the effect of a 
change in P/E.  An increase in P/E adds 
to the returns provided by earnings and 
dividends; a decrease in P/E offsets 
those contributions to total return.

P/E is driven by the inflation rate.  When 
the inflation rate rises, the effect is an 
increase in interest rates and a decrease 
in P/E.  When the inflation rate declines 
into deflation, the result is a decline in 
P/E.  At low, stable inflation, the value 
of P/E rises to its peak.  With today’s 
relatively low, stable inflation rate, a 

significant trend up or down in the infla-
tion rate will decrease P/E.  Therefore, a 
positive contribution to future total return 
from a significant increase in P/E is very 
unlikely.

Returning to the hopes of those who 
anticipate that higher inflation will add to 
the component of earnings growth, keep 
in mind that the adverse effect on the 
P/E component will more than offset any 
gains to the earnings component.

As a result, the near-best outlook for 
the next decade is an annualized total 
return of approximately 5.5%.  Such a 
decade would essentially leave the cur-
rent secular bear market suspended in 
a state of hibernation with no addition or 
offset from a change in P/E.  As a result, 
at the end of the decade, P/E would 
remain near current levels, and P/E will 
be no better positioned to double than it 
is today.  For a transition out of secular 
bear into secular bull, the market must 
endure the effects of a decline in P/E to 
levels that will then enable it to double or 
triple.  Such a decline would compromise 
the “optimistic” outlook of 5.5% annual-
ized returns and instead deliver near 
zero return.

Source: This article was excerpted 
from “Are We There Yet?  Secular Stock 
Market Cycle Status”, by Ed Easterling, 
Crestmont Research, (Crestmont Re-
search, July 6, 2015)

COPYRIGHT 2015 CRESTMONT 
RESEARCH
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF 
CRESTMONT RESEARCH

PULSE
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“Do You Want A Second
Opinion?”

To see if your investment portfolio is built
to navigate the pitfalls and opportunities ahead,

call us today for a “Free Second Opinion”
at (412) 635-9210.

www.legend-financial.com
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2015 PERFORMANCE YEAR-TO-DATE
January 1, 2015 to September 30, 2015

(9 months)

Year-to-Date
Total Return

Consumer Price Index (Inflation) 1.33%

90-Day Treasury Bills Index-Total Return 0.02%

Barclays Aggregate Bond Index-Total Return 1.13%

HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index -3.05%

S&P 500 Index (U.S. Stock Market) -5.29%

MSCI EAFE Index (Developed Foreign Equities) -4.82%

MSCI Emerging Market Index (Equities) -15.27%

Newedge CTA Index (Managed Futures) -0.03%

Dow Jones–UBS Commodity Index-Total Return (USD)** -15.82%

Dow Jones U.S. Real Estate Index-Total Return (USD)** -4.75%

Gold Bullion -5.79%

Compound and Total Returns include reinvested dividends. Newedge Index is equally-weighted.
** USD = U.S. Dollar

Source: Bloomberg Investment Service

COPYRIGHT 2015 LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC. ®
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC. ®As of: September 30, 2015

It was the sub-prime mortgage crisis that 
triggered the last avalanche.  In 2008 
alone, the United States Government al-
located over $900 billion to special loans 
and rescues related to the U.S. housing 
bubble, with over half going to Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac (both of which are 
government-sponsored enterprises) as 
well as the Federal Housing Administra-
tion.  On December 24, 2009, the Trea-
sury Department made an unprecedented 
announcement that it would be providing 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac unlimited 
financial support for the next three years 
despite acknowledging losses in excess 
of $400 billion so far [Source of this debt 
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), 
Quantitative Easing I (QE1), Quantitative 
Easing II (QE2), Operation Twist, Quan-
titative Easing III (QE3.)].  Comparatively 
small versus the foreign debt outstanding 
lent by U.S. entities.

One of the great instabilities in the system 
today is the $9.6 trillion in U.S. Dollar 
denominated debt owed by non-U.S. 
borrowers.  With the U.S. Dollar strength-
ening and thus the payback cost to those 
foreign borrowers rising, it is the trillions 
in emerging market “U.S. Dollar Loans” 
that is now in view.  Strong dollar periods 
in the 1980s and 1990s caused emerging 
market financial crises.

In comparison, the U.S. high yield bond 
market is approximately $2 trillion in size.  
$1 trillion in new loans added since 2009. 
Many not so healthy corporations were 
funded.  If we assume a 20.0% default 
rate, potentially it becomes a $400 billion 
problem.  The sub-prime trigger was ap-
proximately $1 trillion.

The U.S. Dollar has risen nearly 25.0% 
since 2012.  Every 10.0% move higher 

in the U.S. Dollar is another $1 trillion 
($9.6 trillion times 10.0%) that must be 
paid back by the foreign individuals and 
corporations.  If the U.S. Dollar falls, the 
borrowers win.  If the U.S. Dollar rises, 
they lose.  Plenty of bad bets were made.  
This one risk is bigger than sub-prime and 
it is not the only debt risk out there.

COPYRIGHT 2015 CMG CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC.

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF CMG 
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT GROUP. INC.

The Foreign Debt Owed To U.S. Entities, continued from page 1

PULSE
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Note: During Secular Bear markets U.S. Stocks have historically returned a little more than inflation or a little less than
inflation—plus or minus 1.50%—and generally last between 15 to 25 years. The last Secular Bear market (1966 to 1982)
lasted 17 years and underperformed inflation by approximately one-half of one percent per year. The other Secular
Bear markets since 1900 were 1901 to 1920 and 1929 to 1949. In both cases, the U.S. Stock market outperformed
inflation by approximately 1.50% per year. All of the aforementioned performance numbers are pre-tax.

The performance of the U.S. Stock market so far in the current period (April 1, 2000 to the present) certainly appears to
indicate that we are in a Secular Bear market. Long-term returns (over the next 10 years) for the S&P 500 will probably
be slightly worse than the last 15 years and 6 months. Current 10 year normalized P/Es (long-term valuations) indicate
approximate annual compound returns of slightly less than 3.00% over the next 10 years. Of course during the next 10
years, returns during various periods will be significantly higher and lower than the expected return. For example, the
more the stock market rises in the near term, the less returns after that period will be and vice versa.

SECULAR BEAR MARKET WATCH (CONTINUED)
April 1, 2000 to September 30, 2015

(15 years and 6 months)

COPYRIGHT 2015 LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC. ®

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC. ®

As of: September 30, 2015

SECULAR BEAR MARKET WATCH
April 1, 2000 to September 30, 2015

(15 years and 6 months)

Annual Total
Compound Return Return

Consumer Price Index (Inflation) 2.15% 38.99%

90-Day Treasury Bills Index-Total Return 1.69% 29.69%

Barclays Aggregate Bond Index-Total Return 5.44% 127.24%

HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index 2.42% 44.89%

S&P 500 Index (U.S. Stock Market) 3.58% 72.56%

MSCI EAFE Index (Developed Foreign Equities) 2.79% 53.15%

MSCI Emerging Market Index (Equities) 5.76% 138.30%

Newedge CTA Index (Managed Futures) 5.37% 125.21%

Dow Jones–UBS Commodity Index-Total Return (USD)** -0.74% -10.86%

Dow Jones U.S. Real Estate Index-Total Return (USD)** 10.64% 380.03%

Gold Bullion 9.36% 300.68%

* Compound and Total Returns include reinvested dividends. MSCI Indexes do not include dividends prior to 2002. Newedge Index is
equally-weighted.

** USD = U.S. Dollar

Source: Bloomberg Investment Service

COPYRIGHT 2015 LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC. ®
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC. ®

As of: September 30, 2015
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Are We Still In A Secular Bear Market?, continued from page 1

exuberant levels.  Although this scenario 
is possible, very few professionals (and 
not even the most optimistic pundits) 
would advocate basing one’s investment 
portfolio and lifestyle distributions on this 
outcome.  Nonetheless, for the blissfully 
hopeful, this outlook would deliver annual-
ized total returns just over the long-term 

average of 10.0%.  It would not repeat the 
1980s and ’90s secular bull results, be-
cause the starting level of P/E is so much 
higher in 2015 than it was in 1982.

Source: This article was excerpted from 
“Are We There Yet?  Secular Stock Market 
Cycle Status”, by Ed Easterling, Crestmont 

Research, (Crestmont Research, July 6, 
2015)

COPYRIGHT 2015 CRESTMONT RE-
SEARCH

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF CREST-
MONT RESEARCH

Source: Crestmont Research, www.CrestmontResearch.com
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM Crestmont Research

As of: July 6, 2015
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JEFFREY GUNDLACH ON CREDIT TRENDS

Excerpted from “Follow The Bouncing Ball…”, by Blaine Rollins, CFA, 361 Capital, LLC, 
(Weekly Research Briefing, October 5, 2015), www.361capital.com

“The Market bottoms out when people are selling and sold out—not when they are holding and hoping.  I don’t think you’ve seen real 
selling in risk assets broadly.  Markets need buying to go up and they need volume to go up.  They can fall just on gravity.”… [Jeff]
Gundlach has said junk bonds are vulnerable:  “I’ll think about buying when it stops going down every single day.”

“People are acting like everything is great.  Junk bonds are at a four-year low.  Emerging markets are at a six-year low and com-
modities are at a multi-year low—same level as in 1995… Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is not growing at a nominal basis.”

“Clearly what’s happening is people are waking up to the idea that global growth is not what they thought it was.”  He [Gundlach] 
added:  “There’s going to be another wave down in risk assets and it’s happening globally.

COPYRIGHT 2015 361 CAPITAL, LLC
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF 361 CAPITAL, LLC
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OIL AND DOLLAR TOLL ON EARNINGS DUE TO RISE
By Stephen B. Blumenthal, Founder and CEO, CMG Capital Management Group, Inc.

Falling oil prices and a strengthening 
dollar suggest earnings estimates for the 
S&P 500 may be too high for 2016, ac-
cording to David Bianco, chief U.S. equity 
strategies at Deutsche Bank AG.

The chart below shows the price of oil in 
New York trading and the Trade-Weighted 
Major Currency Dollar Index, an index 
compiled by the Federal Reserve of the 
dollar’s value against seven other major 
currencies.  Since last year’s third quarter, 
crude has dropped as much as $67.13 a 
barrel and the dollar index has climbed as 
much as 23.0%.

Every $5.00 a barrel decline in oil reduces 
net income for Standard & Poor’s 500 
Index companies by about $7.5 billion, 
or $1.00 a share, Bianco estimated in a 
September 4 report.  A 10.0% advance in 
the dollar’s value trims profit by about $20 
billion, or $2.50.

Higher interest rates and slower economic 
growth may also hurt earnings, the New 

York-based strategist wrote.  Each 0.25 
percentage point increase in the Federal 
Reserve’s key rate has the potential to 
reduce S&P 500 net income by $0.50 a 
share, the report said, adding that the 
global economy’s expansion may matter 
more for companies in the index than U.S. 
growth.

Bianco now expects S&P 500 earnings 
of $128.00 a share next year, up from 
$120.00 this year.  For 2016, he wrote 
that $125.00 “is very possible” because 
of the effects of the dollar, oil and other 
influences even if U.S. gross domestic 
product, the value of goods and services 
produced within the country’s borders, 
rises 3.0%.

“The worst of these drags should pass in 
2015,” the strategist wrote, adding that a 
valuation of 18 times earnings for the S&P 
500 is justifiable because rates are low by 
historical standards.  He reaffirmed that 
he sees the index reaching 2,300 next 
year, up from 2,150 this year.  The latter 

prediction is below the median of 2,200 
among 21 strategists as of August 31 in 
a Bloomberg survey.  A grateful hat tip to 
Bloomberg’s David Wilson (September 
11, 2015).

The message here is for us to be cau-
tious around the current period of peak 
earnings.  They are likely to come under 
pressure.

Source: This article was excerpted from 
“Dammit Janet”, by Stephen B. Blumen-
thal, Founder and CEO, CMG Capital 
Management Group, Inc., (On My Radar, 
September 18, 2015), www.cmgwealth.
com

COPYRIGHT 2015 CMG CAPITAL MANAGE-
MENT GROUP, INC.

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF CMG 
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC.

Source: Nymex, Federal Reserve via CMG CAPITAL MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC.,
On My Radar, September 18, 2015, www.cmgwealth.com

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM HUSSMAN FUNDS

As of: September 18, 2015
COPYRIGHT 2015 CMG CAPITAL MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC.
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Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express, September 9, 2015, http://leuth.us/market-internals
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM THE LEUTHOLD GROUP, LLC

As of: September 9, 2015

SMALL CAP TO LARGE CAP HISTORICAL PRICE TO EARNINGS (P/E) RATIO
Small Caps Are Still More Expensive – 9.0%
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Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express, September 9, 2015,
http://leuth.us/market-internals

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM THE LEUTHOLD GROUP, LLC

As of: September 9, 2015
COPYRIGHT 2015 THE LEUTHOLD GROUP, LLC

HISTORICAL VALUATIONS, GROWTH VERSUS VALUE
U.S. LARGE, MID AND SMALL CAP STOCKS

Median Price-To-
Earnings (P/E)

Historical Averages
1982 to Date

Percent Above/Below
Historical Average

Valuation
Today’s

Historical
Average

2000
Extreme

Growth
Stocks

Value
Stocks

Growth
Stocks

Value
Stocks

Growth
Stocks

Value
Stocks

G/V*
Ratio

G/V*
Ratio

G/V*
Ratio

Large-Cap 20.2x 12.1x 19.8x 10.7x 2.0% 13.0% 1.66 1.97 5.80

Mid-Cap 22.9x 13.7x 23.4x 11.9x -2.0% 15.0% 1.67 2.09 9.30

Small-Cap 26.3x 13.4x 27.5x 11.9x -4.0% 12.0% 7.97 2.45 12.50

* Growth To Value

All growth stock and value stock style categories except small growth and mid-growth appear
expensive when compared to the Historical Averages (1982 to date) and the Percent Above/Below
Historical Average Valuation sections in the chart below. Large, Medium and Small Growth Stock
categories again appear cheaper relative to the Value categories than the historical averages as
evidenced by the Today’s G/V* Ratio versus the Historical Average G/V* Ratio.

The Market drubbing in August took some of the stuffing out of valuations.
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U.S. REAL ESTATE MARKET UPDATE
By Louis P. Stanasolovich, CFP®, CCO, CEO and President of 

Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® and EmergingWealth Investment Management, Inc. 

While increased interest rate talk has 
slowed somewhat, fundamentals are 
steady across most U.S. property types.  
As a result, consistent tenant demand 
is expected.  Overall, property supply 
remains manageable at 1.1% of inventory 
across the commercial real estate indus-
try, according to McGraw-Hill Construc-
tion.  This is below the 1.7% long-term 
average.  Sectors that are facing rising 
or above-average supply—such as apart-
ments, industrial, hotels, and senior hous-
ing—are frequently achieving better-than-
anticipated absorption.  Occupancies, 
regardless of property type, are largely 
above trend—this provides a cushion from 
oncoming supply.  There is evidence that 
rental rate growth is improving across 
the industry and offsetting the limited 
occupancy upside.  Markets that warrant 
monitoring include those where weaken-
ing demand could coincide with increased 
supply.

Shopping Malls:

Mall REITs reported heightened store 
closings in late 2014 and early 2015 
driven by tenant bankruptcies and a stron-
ger level of tenant churn.  In particular, 
fast fashion concepts have put pressure 
on the traditional inline mall retailers.  The 
good news is that demand for space from 
retailers is still robust, which should gen-
erate stronger performance in the latter 
part of the year.

Healthcare:

The operational outlook for two of the 
healthcare REITs’ three main prop-
erty types (skilled nursing, senior living, 
medical office buildings) appears table 
to improving.  This is supported by a 
stable government reimbursement trend 
for nursing home portfolios, and stable to 
improved occupancy for medical office 
portfolios.  The Supreme Court’s decision 
not to change the Affordable Care Act 
drove the incremental demand for space 
in medical office buildings from doctor’s 
groups, which now has the potential to 
accelerate.  Senior housing, is softer this 
year after the particularly severe flu sea-

son impacted portfolio occupancy.

Multifamily:

Fundamentals in the apartment sector re-
main favorable.  Traffic patterns continue 
to hold strong tenant, turnover is down 
across most REIT portfolios—despite con-
tinued pushing of rents on renewals—and 
the rental rates increases for new leases 
continue to inch higher.

Lodging:

Lodging fundamentals remain solid, and 
demand continues to outpace supply.  
Transient demand has been steady, but 
the group may have more upside at this 
point in the cycle.  Occupancy is still ris-
ing despite already exceeding prior peak 
levels.  The contribution of average daily 
rental rates to revenue per available room 
growth is strengthening, which is a posi-
tive for margins.

Self Storage:

Storage fundamentals remain favorable, 
and continue to surprise to the upside.  
Demand has been strong.  Supply activ-
ity is accelerating, but is likely to have a 
minimal impact in 2015.  For the major 
operators, occupancy continues to exceed 
expectations.  Initial outlooks for 2015 
reflected the view that only fairly negligible 
occupancy improvement was possible, but 
updated forecasts indicate that the metric 
will grow.

Office:

Vacancy and rent growth are trending 
in the right direction as national unem-
ployment has moved down to 5.6% and 
overall job growth accelerates above 1.5% 
annually.  Millennial population growth in 
the urban core continues to drive overall 
office demand closer and closer to the city 
center.  As a result, fundamentals in urban 
locations are significantly outperforming 
suburban; a secular trend that we expect 
to continue.

Industrial:

Demand for industrial continues to out-
pace growing supply and has, as a result, 
pushed vacancy rates at or below the 
previous cycle’s all-time lows.  Market rent 
growth is expected to average mid-single 
to upper-single digits this year and next, 
before supply and demand come into 
equilibrium towards the end of 2016.  This 
back drop has created a strong bid for 
both primary and secondary market indus-
trial properties.  As the economy and con-
sumer demand improve, so has demand 
for light industrial—this has lagged larger 
bulk demand, which was mostly driven by 
large corporate users.  Rent and Net Op-
erating Income (NOI) growth are expected 
to be greatest in this product type.

Shopping Centers:

Despite a disappointing retail sales 
environment, fundamentals in the shop-
ping center sector are as strong as most 
industry experts have ever seen.  This 
is driven by little to no supply growth, 
strengthening demand from retailers, and 
more focused demand from retailers on 
existing/established/in-fill retail nodes.  
Although current rents justify the devel-
opment of new supply, the demand from 
anchor tenants, which is necessary to 
starting a new project, simply isn’t there.  
As a result, market participants don’t see 
any meaningful increase in supply for the 
foreseeable future.

General Real Estate Themes:

Real estate as an asset class is attrac-
tive despite the fact that it is not steeply 
discounted in terms of valuation.  The 
primary concern at this time appears to be 
rising interest rates.

Source: Some information in this article 
were obtained from“Global Property 
Market Review and Outlook”, By Al Otero, 
Global Real Estate Securities Portfolio 
Manager and Michael Hudgins, Global 
Real Estate Strategist, EII Capital Man-
agement, Inc., (2Q15 Review and Outlook, 
July, 2015) PULSE
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Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express, September 9, 2015, http://leuth.us/bond-market
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Note: The Risk Aversion Index combines ten market-based measures including various credit and swap spreads,
implied volatility, currency movements, commodity prices and relative returns among various high- and low-risk
assets.

MONTHLY RISK AVERSION INDEX (RAI)
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Differential
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Source: Bloomberg USD High Yield Corporate Bond Index via CMG Capital Management, Inc.,
On My Radar, October 2, 2015, www.cmgwealth.com.com

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM CMG CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, INC.

As of: October 2, 2015
COPYRIGHT 2015 CMG CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, INC.

HIGH-YIELD BONDS PUNISHED IN RUSH TO HAVENS

Junk-bond yield premium over Treasuries widens to most since 2012
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The S&P U.S. High-Yield Corporate Bond Index posted a yield to maturity of 7.51% on September 28, 2015, up
from a recent low of 6.21% in late February. Morningstar data shows that the iShares iBoxx $ High-Yield
Corporate Bond ETF (HYG) has lost 3.6% in the past six months.
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Source: Morgan Stanley Research, The Yield Book via 361 Capital, LLC, Weekly Research
Briefing, October 12, 2015, www.361capital.com
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DEBT-FINANCED BUYBACKS HAVE QUIETLY PLACED INVESTORS ON MARGIN
By John P. Hussman, Ph.D., The Hussman Funds

“The way to wealth in a bull market is 
debt.  The way to oblivion in a bear mar-
ket is also debt, and nobody rings a bell.”
-James Grant

When corporations and even developing 
countries experience debt crises, one of 
the primary means of restructuring is the 
debt-equity swap.  This sort of transaction 
involves canceling out debt of the com-
pany or government in return for equity of 
the company, or privatization of some of 
the assets of the country.  Corporate debt-
equity swaps typically result in severe 
dilution of the equity claims of existing 
shareholders, and in some cases, can 
wipe those claims out as creditors take 
control of the company.  At a national lev-
el, debt-equity swaps can take a punitive 
form that forces countries to privatize and 
sell off their assets in satisfaction of their 
debts.  Aside from austerity demands, 
one of the most severe outcomes of the 
ongoing saga in Greece is the demand for 
exactly that kind of debt restructuring.

The opposite of a debt-equity swap, of 
course, is a debt-financed stock repur-
chase, which leverages up the claims of 
existing shareholders.  One of the more 
troubling aspects of the Federal Reserve’s 
suppression of interest rates is the specu-
lation it has encouraged, by giving compa-
nies access to enormously cheap funding 
on a five to seven year horizon. Though 

nominal economic growth has been tepid, 
revenue growth has turned negative, 
and profits as a share of Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) have been falling more 
than a year, companies have scampered 
to boost their per-share earnings by taking 
out debt to repurchase and reduce the 
number of shares outstanding.  This lever-
aging has been done at market valuations 
that are near the highest levels in history 
on historically reliable measures.

The timing of buybacks at an aggregate 
level has nothing to do with value.  Not 
only do buybacks increase at rich market 
valuations and dry up in depressed mar-
kets, they are also typically financed by is-
suing debt.  What drives buyback activity 
is not value, but the availability of cheap, 
speculative capital (in this case, debt) at 
points in the business cycle where profit 
margins are temporarily elevated and 
make the increased debt burden seem 
easy to handle.  The chart on the top of 
page 17 showed the developing situation 
a few years ago.

The chart on the bottom of page 17 
shows the frantic pace that repurchases 
have reached—at what are now the most 
extreme levels of valuation in U.S. history 
outside of a few months surrounding the 
2000 market peak.

One emerging problem here is that credit 

spreads in corporate debt have begun to 
widen considerably, increasing the cost 
of debt, while profit margins continue 
(predictably) to come under pressure.  
Corporations tend to press their luck when 
it comes to buybacks, largely because 
profit margins tend to be deceptively high 
at major market peaks, but it’s difficult 
to maintain a high pace of repurchases 
when fading revenue growth and nar-
rowing profit margins are joined by wider 
credit spreads.

Special Point:

The larger problem with repurchases is 
that debt-financed buybacks effectively 
put investors on margin.  As corporations 
have borrowed in order to aggressively 
buy back their stock near the highest 
market valuations in history, existing 
stockholders have quietly become heavily 
leveraged, without even realizing it.

Source: This article was excerpted from 
“Debt-Financed Buybacks Have Quietly 
Placed Investors On Margin”, by John P. 
Hussman, Ph.D., The Hussman Funds, 
(Weekly Market Comment, August 17, 
2015), www.hussman.com

COPYRIGHT 2015 THE HUSSMAN FUNDS

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF THE 
HUSSMAN FUNDS

DID YOU KNOW?

The lack of returns available in many asset classes, combined with highly cor-
related returns, has made for a hedge fund manager’s worst environment.  As a 
result, many funds are shutting the doors.

Some 417 hedge funds announced shutdowns in the first half of 2015, according 
to Hedge Fund Research, Inc.  While that number isn’t on track to surpass the 864 
funds that closed in 2014, the market turbulence of the last two months caused 
by concerns about China’s slowing economic growth could lead to a pickup in the 
fourth quarter.  A record 1,471 funds liquidated amid the 2008 financial crisis.

Source: This article was excerpted from “A Dove Takes Flight”, by Blane Rol-
lins, CFA, 361 Capital, LLC (Weekly Research Briefing, October 19, 2015), 
www.361capital.com.

COPYRIGHT 2015 361 CAPITAL, LLC

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF 361 CAPITAL, LLC

Debt-Financed Buybacks Have Quitely Placed Investors On Margin, charts are on page 17
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Source: Datastream via The Hussman Funds,Weekly Market Comment, August 17, 2015,
www.hussman.com
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM HUSSMAN FUNDS

As of: August 17, 2015
COPYRIGHT 2015 HUSSMAN FUNDS

HERE WE GO AGAIN… U.S. COMPANIES BORROWING TO BUY BACK EQUITY
($bn Annual Rate)
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Debt-Financed Buybacks Have Quitely Placed Investors On Margin, continued from page 16

Source: Bloomberg Finance Limited Partnership, Factset, Deutsche Bank via The
Hussman Funds,Weekly Market Comment, August 17, 2015, www.hussman.com
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WEEKLY ANNOUNCED BUYBACKS: S&P 500
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LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC.® &
EMERGINGWEALTH INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, INC.’S

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® (Legend) and EmergingWealth Investment Management, Inc. (EmergingWealth) offer 
Personalized Investment Management Services to individuals and institutions.  Investment portfolios are developed to 
match the client’s return and risk requirements, which are determined by the clients’ completion of a Risk Comfort Zone 
Questionnaire, with the guidance of a Legend Wealth Advisor or EmergingWealth Advisor, respectively.  Each type of 
investment portfolio is managed to achieve the short, intermediate and long-term investment objectives of the client, as 
may be applicable.

INVESTMENT PROCESS

Investment Portfolios:

Unlike most financial advisory firms that offer one style of investment or portfolio type, we offer a wide array of 
investment portfolios that usually fit with the large majority of client needs.  If necessary, we will create customized 
solutions as well.  For the types of investment portfolios, please see our Investment Portfolios, Potential Return and 
Risk Spectrum Chart on the next page.  For a detailed description of our portfolios, please contact Louis P. 
Stanasolovich, CFP®, founder, CCO, CEO and President of both firms for a confidential discussion at (412) 635-9210 
or e-mail us at legend@legend-financial.com.

Investment Research:

Our Investment Committee performs extensive research to identify opportunities, mitigate risks and structure 
investment portfolios.  Emphasis is placed on developing portfolios that maximize the potential return relative to the 
amount of risk taken.

In-depth due diligence including face-to-face interviews in many instances with portfolio managers for open-end 
mutual funds is performed on each investment we select for a portfolio.  Factors (both from a qualitative and 
quantitative standpoint) that we conduct a thorough analysis of each investment include, but is not limited to, liquidity 
(including the primary investment and/or the underlying investments, if utilizing pass through vehicles such as open-
end mutual funds or exchange-traded products), income taxation, all related costs, return potential, drawdown potential 
(historical declines from peak-to-trough), volatility and management issues (Anything having to do with the 
management team of a stock, open-end mutual fund or an exchange-traded product.).

All portfolios for EmergingWealth are subadvised by Legend.

Client Education:

Education is very important to us.  We are dedicated to educating each client about the different investment portfolio 
types and how they relate to market volatility, time horizons, and investment returns.  It is our goal to ensure that the 
client understands and agrees with our investment philosophy.  Furthermore, we assist each client in selecting a risk 
tolerance level with which they are comfortable.  Ultimately, an investment portfolio is designed to meet the client’s 
objectives.

PERFORMANCE REPORTING

Many investment firms only offer monthly brokerage statements, which provide minimal information; typically only 
account and investment balances.  We, on the other hand, provide detailed quarterly reports that outline performance, 
income and management fees (among other items) in a simple, easy-to-read report.  In addition, each performance 
report is sent with an extensive index page that illustrates the investment environment during the reporting period.

FEES

To find out more about the fees for either Legend or EmergingWealth’s Investment Management services, please 
contact Louis P. Stanasolovich, CFP®, founder, CCO, CEO and President of both firms for a confidential discussion at 
(412) 635-9210 or e-mail us at legend@legend-financial.com.
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